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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 

Commonwealth Edison Company ) 

) 

Petition to Approve an Advanced ) No 09-0263 

Metering Infrastructure Pilot ) 

Program and Associate Tariffs ) 

VILLAGE OF OAK PARK'S PETITION FOR MODIFICATION OR FOR 
REHEARING OF OCTOBER 14, 2009 ORDER 

NOW COMES the Village of Oak Park (hereinafter the Village, or Oak Park), by and 

through Raymond L. Heise, Village Attorney, and petitions the Illinois Commerce Commission 

for a rehearing of its October 14,2009 Order approving of Commonwealth Edison's Petition to 

Approve an Advanced Metering Infrastructure Pilot Program and Associated Tariffs. In 

furtherance of this Petition the Village states as follows: 

INTRODUCTION 

In 2007, Village President, David Pope, signed the U.S. Conference of Mayors Climate 

Protection Agreement which committed Oak Park to lowering its carbon emissions by 7% 

compared to 1990 levels. VOP Ex.l. Since then, the Village has obtained baseline metrics 

regarding village-wide emissions to determine the most effective means to achieving this goal. 

VOP Ex.2, p. 27. The study confirmed that, as one of Chicago's first bedroom communities, the 

Village's major contributor to carbon emissions is its aging housing stock. fd at p.36. 

As cited in the Vice President's Middle Class Task Force "Recovery Through Retrofit" 

paper, the primary means for reducing carbon emissions from buildings is through energy 

efficiency upgrades. VOP Ex. 3, p.l. In addition, pilot studies throughout the nation have 



proven that homeowners are most motivated to making these upgrades when they are given real

time energy use and pricing information available at the meter. 

In light of the Village's obligations to reduce its C02 emissions, in light of the findings 

that the best way for the Village to accomplish its emission reduction goals is to increase 

residential energy efficiencies, and in order to enhance a homeowner's efforts to install energy 

efficiency upgrades, the Village has been working diligently to have AMI "Smart Meters" 

installed in its community. A Smart Meter, as defined, envisioned and built by companies such 

as Silver Spring, is equipped with a two-way wireless communication device between the meter 

and the customer, which enables the customer to easily and quickly access his near real time 

energy use. Appliance manufacturers such as General Electric can leverage real-time energy 

usage data to assist consumers with energy conservation by communicating with smart 

appliances which can turn off, switch to sleep mode or otherwise react to usage information. 

THE OCTOBER 14, 2009 ORDER 

On October 14, 2009, the ICC approved an order allowing Com Ed to roll out the 

Advanced Meter Infrastructure Pilot Program, a test program using AMI - Smart Meters. The 

Village of Oak Park is one of the eleven municipalities participating in the test program. 

The October 14, 2009 order envisioned the use of a Smart Meter which includes 

wireless, near real time two way communication between the meter and the customer. The 

Order states that the purpose of the program is to determine whether the meters are cost 

effective, including whether they reduce electricity usage and influence customer behavior. 

October 14, 2009 Order page 8. Com Ed's Petition proposed installing up to 200,000 Smart 

Meters in eleven communities and testing the meter technology against a variable rate structure. 

"Com Ed proposed to conduct robust, statistically valid studies of the ways in which customers 



can use advanced metering technologies and the information that these technologies provide, 

alone or together with alternative rate designs, to increase energy efficiency, improve demand 

response, and reduce energy costs." Order, Page 9. 

According to the Order, Com Ed proposes to test the use of the smart meters against six 

different rate designs and will "investigate the effect of four different types of enabling 

technology on customer performance. Three of the technology types focus on providing 

feedback to customers regarding their energy use." Order 

"The main purpose of the Customer Applications Plan is to provide insights into the 

customer behavior that is associated with utility demand-response and energy efficiency 

programs. CornEd Ex. 10.0 at 2 . CornEd can use these insights to determine the cost-benefit 

analysis of new technologies such as AMI, web-based informational feedback, in-home display 

devices, programmable communicating thermostats, and new rate designs, such as, dynamic 

pricing and inclining (sometimes also called increasing) block rates .... A key feature of an 

AMI deployment is that it provides customers, as well as utilities, with much more granular 

energy use information on a much more timely basis. That information, when combined with 

pricing and technology options, which enable customers to take advantage of it, can trigger 

changes in the level and shape of customer loads and in the cost of the electricity that customers 

consume." Id 

"CornEd witness Mr. Doherty testified that the proposed 141,000 AMI meters will 

include two-way communications with time of use measurement". Order at p.5. In addition, 

certain Information Technology (IT) tools will be implemented to make full use of the AMI 

technology. CornEd witness Mr. Meehan "averred that these IT tools are essential in order to 



capture AMI information automatically and deliver it to CornEd's systems to show customers 

their usage". Id at p. 6. 

THE ORDER NEEDS TO BE MODIFIED TO REOUIRE COM ED TO 
ACTIVATE THE JOIN MODE OF THE ZIGBEE CHIP FUNCTIONALITY OF 
THE SMART METERS 

The Village, pursuant to 83 IlI.Adm.Code 200.900 moves the Commission to reopen this 

proceeding for the purpose of clarifying that the Pilot Program as approved includes the use of 

AMIs which provide the customer with wireless two way, real time or near real time usage data. 

The Village states that the facts presented to the Commission as demonstrated in the order vary 

from the facts provided by Com Ed to the Village, as well as on its web site. The Village also 

states that the public interest requires activation of the functionality which provides the 

customer with usage data. 

Section 8-103 ofthe Public Utilities Act provides: "It is the policy of the State that 

electric utilities are required to use cost-effective energy efficiency and demand-response 

measures to reduce delivery load. Requiring investment in cost-effective energy efficiency and 

demand-response measures will reduce direct and indirect costs to consumers by decreasing 

environmental impacts and by avoiding or delaying the need for new generation, transmission, 

and distribution infrastructure." 

The October 14, 2009 Order makes clear that a major component of the AMI Pilot 

Program is to test whether the use of AMIs result in changes in customer behavior, reducing 

energy usage during peak times. This is consistent with the public policy stated in the Public 

Utilities Act above. 

On Tuesday, November 10,2009, the Village of Oak Park, in a teleconference with Com 

Ed Vice President of Environmental Programs, Val Jensen, and others, learned that CornEd, in 



installing Smart Meters as part of the Pilot Program, did not intend to activate the join mode of 

the "Zigbee Chip" - that part of the Smart Meter which provides for two way, wireless, real time 

usage information between the meter and the customer as part of the Pilot Program. This 

information is supported by the Smart Meter information Com Ed has provided on its web site, a 

copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 4. While "CornEd's Smart Meter Pilot Overview" 

states that the goal of the Smart Meter program is to "change customers' usage behavior, thus 

reducing energy use and costs," no where on the How to Read your new smart meter page, or on 

any other description ofthe program does it include the fact that real time access to usage data 

will be provided to the customer. 

The Village, and apparently the parties before the Commission in the hearing, have all 

relied on the fact that implementation of this Pilot Program requires the activation of the join 

mode of the Zigbee Chip. The chip provides the customer with real time, or near real time 

usage data directly from the meter. The underlying assumption throughout the order is that the 

meters would provide the customer with usage information. Without current, real time usage 

information, the customer will have no information to change his or her energy usage behavior. 

These changes in behavior are repeatedly referred to in the Order as part of the goals of the test 

program. 

Instead, Com Ed proposes providing some customers, those customers with access to the 

Internet, with old usage information over a web site which will show the customer his or her 

usage patterns in the past 24 hours. Old usage information has no ability to influence the 

behavior of a customer who is looking to make a usage decision now. Old usage information 

can not interact with Smart Appliances that can be set to delay activation based on current usage 

information. 



Without real time usage information, the stated purpose ofthe program, to determine 

whether customers will change their usage behavior, will be lost. In addition, the data Com Ed 

will submit to the Commission at the conclusion of the test program will be invalid because the 

reported costs associated with the Smart Meter program will not reflect reductions in usage 

associated with customers being given the information they need to make any changes in their 

usage behavior. 

The use of a meter where the only access to energy use is on the Intemet and if provided 

24 hours after usage, is neither smart, nor in the spirit of the pilot program as described during 

the ICC hearing process. It also denies the ability of customers without Internet connection the 

ability to obtain any resemblance of real-time information. 

Public Policy demands that every effort be made to allow customers access to every 

possible means of reducing their energy usage to combat the ongoing degradation of the 

environment due to climate change. 

The Village of Oak Park believes that the facts have changed since this matter was 

before the Commission such that the Commission should rehear this petition or modifY its 

October 14, 2009 Order to clarifY that the AMI pilot program is defined as one which deploys 

AMI meters which provide wireless, two-way, near real-time measurement and communication 

of energy consumption directly from the meter to the customer. In the alternative, the Village 

requests the ICC to modifY its order to require ComEd to activate the wireless, two-way 

communication device in the AMIs being deployed in the Village of Oak Park in January 2010. 

geAttorney 
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VERIFICATION 

I, Raymond 1. Heise, on oath depose and state that all factual matters set forth in the 

Village of Oak Park's Petition For Modification or For Rehearing of October 14,2009 Order are 

true and correct to the best of my knowledge. 

Subscribed to and Sworn 

Before me on the 14th of November, 2009 

Notary Public 

OFFICIAL SEAL 
KAREN 0 BLACKALLER 

NOTARY PUBUC· STATE OF IWNOIS 
MY COI.t.IISSION EXPIAES:07128113 


